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Letter 834
HR's War Against Tansy Dog
(And All Other Creatures)
Part 2
2019-12-12
Dear Yeshua,
Wednesday, 11 December 2019, 6AM.
It has been almost an entire month from when our Tansy Dog was Cirst diagnosed with pancreatitis and
diabetes until now. For that whole time until now, and even as I write this Letter, I had entered into
conClict with HR surrounding their assault upon all living things. That assault is to turn creatures into
gods, and then to induce mankind to worship the creatures, rather than the Creator. This is a purposed
and targeted assault by HR against all men, and “all creatures, great and small”. We will now designate
this weaponized assault as “HR-creaturegod” (HR-cg).
At the beginning of Tansy’s sickness, when she was in the hospital, I battled a host of fears and spirits of
trauma, part of (HR-cg) which had been strategically set in place in order to destroy the Faith in Creator
God Yahweh of any who desired for their pets and animals to be made well.
I can only describe it as a localized pit of Fear (heavy on the fear). According to the Lord Holy Spirit, this
Fear Mountain was comprised of the (spirit) bodies of various demons all intertwined together to form a
stronghold of despair, anger, Cinancial destitution, frustration, accusation, and other sins of evil.
The intertwining of demonic spirits produced a viscous goo of satanic sludge which is almost impossible
to break free from without Extra Help. Peace was nowhere to be found, unless one began to agree with
the message of (HR-cg), which is to worship the creature rather than He who is our Creator. Coming into
this kind of agreement with (HR-cg) will bring about a deceptive form of harmony with this particular
stronghold of (HR-cg), providing a temporary kind of “peace”, since the immediate opposition is lessened.
But this agreement with (HR-cg) is idolatry, and brings about certain judgments, stemming from breaking
God’s Laws, if not quickly repented from.
Part of the result of my battle against (HR-cg) has been that I was left feeling like there is a layer of sandpaper between my spirit-man and my human body. It is very uncomfortable, and can produce debilitating
pains, which require special medications from Heaven to remedy.
This past week, Tansy’s glucose readings have been steadily increasing. Today at 7:30 AM I will be taking
her to the veterinary clinic and leaving her with them until 5PM, so that their technicians can closely
monitor her glucose level and record the readings throughout the day, in order to see how her body is
responding to the prescribed insulin dosage. I will know more when I pick her up at the end of the day.
But I think it was about a week ago that I began to see in spirit-space that this (HR-cg) Mountain of
Fearful Goo was being destroyed and removed by Archangel Michael’s Cleet of D9 Bulldozers (see Letter
482 Volume 6).
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What I didn’t know then, but have since discovered, is that (HR-cg) is managed and overseen by a cadre of
fallen angel overlords. Now that their weapon is in the process of being destroyed, they have become
wroth with me on a personal level, since they know it was me who discovered and prayed for the
destruction of their weapon (HR-cg).
My next Letter will describe the conClict which emerged between them and me.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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